In 2010, Λ * cc states were predicted as the strange number S = −1 partners of N * cc , which are well known now as the Pc states and observed experimentally by LHCb Collaboration. We analyze the decay behaviors of Λcc as S-wave hadronic molecules within the effective Lagrangian framework by a similar method, which has been applied on Pc states successfully. With partial widths of possible decay channels calculated, we find that Λcc(4213) and Λcc(4403), which are formed as pseudoscalar meson baryon molecules, mainly decay to the ηcΛ channel. For the two vector meson baryon molecule states, our results show that the total decay width with J P = 
In 2010, Λ * cc states were predicted as the strange number S = −1 partners of N * cc , which are well known now as the Pc states and observed experimentally by LHCb Collaboration. We analyze the decay behaviors of Λcc as S-wave hadronic molecules within the effective Lagrangian framework by a similar method, which has been applied on Pc states successfully. With partial widths of possible decay channels calculated, we find that Λcc(4213) and Λcc(4403), which are formed as pseudoscalar meson baryon molecules, mainly decay to the ηcΛ channel. For the two vector meson baryon molecule states, our results show that the total decay width with J P = In Ref. [1] , within the hidden local symmetry, not only N cc states but also Λ cc states are predicted. The predicted N cc states areDΣ c orD * Σ c S-wave bound states which locate around 4.3 GeV. They are found to be consistent with the observed three peak structures by LHCb Collaboration in 2019 [2] . In the LHCb earlier paper [3] , they named such states as P c , whose flavor quanta number is the same as N * but definitely have cc components. However, the newest results with higher statistic data from LHCb group have not been partial wave analysed, thus the spin and parity of these states are still unknown. The P c states have attracted much attention sine the first proposal in 2010 [1] , and become a very hot topic once the signals of them were first seen in 2015 by LHCb [3] . The main reason is that they are the first exotic baryons discovered experimentally. But until now the only experimental information of these states comes from J/ψp invariant spectrum. Only their masses and total widths can be extracted. The quantum numbers and the internal structures of these states are still unknown. Many models have been applied to study them and various explanations are proposed [4, 5] . Roughly speaking, there are three different views of these peaks. Firstly, they are recognized as meson baryon molecular states, which can be divided as anticharmed meson charmed baryon states [1, , baryo-charmonium states [35, 36] , or the mixture of them [37, 38] . Secondly, they are considered in constituent quark model [39] [40] [41] [42] , diquarkdiquark-antiquark picture [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] , and diquark-triquark picture [48] . Thirdly, the narrow peak of P c (4450) might be resulted from triangle singularity (TS) effect [49] [50] [51] [52] , which is purely kinematic effect. Recently, the new updated results by LHCb collaboration [2] clearly show that the three narrow states are all just below the corresponding anticharmed meson charmed baryon thresholds, which strongly suggests the hadronic molecule nature for them. There are several new theoretical papers [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] triggered by the new LHCb results support meson baryon state description, mainly fromD ( * ) Σ ( * ) , although they have different views in detail. Only Ref. [63] argues that the internal structures still rely on the parities of these states. Here, we want to emphasize that the mass and total width maybe not enough to distinguish among various models. Definitely more information, such as the spin and parity, and partial decay widths of these states are needed from the new measurements in experiments. Correspondingly, it is worthy to make the prediction of the partial widths of these states in theoretical side to help experimentalists to find new reactions to search these states.
In previous papers [17, 21, 23, 30] , the decay patterns of P c based on different assumptions of their internal structures were studied. It is found that if
−D * Σ c molecular state, its width will be around 50 MeV, which is much smaller than that analyzed from the experimental data. However, the width would be around 150 MeV if P + c (4380) is assumed as a J P = [17, 21, 23, 30] . While another new state P c (4312) is more likely to be aDΣ c molecular state and is missing in the earlier measurement. Correspondingly, in the previous relevant references, P c (4312) has not studied yet. In the present work, we consider the decay behaviors of the predicted Λ cc states similarly, which should be quite useful for understanding their nature with the help of the forthcoming experiments.
The Λ cc , which are partners of P c with strangeness -1 states, have already been investigated by several groups. The strange hidden-charm state is considered in the quark model, and both color octet type and color singlet type are studied [64] , which is different from this work, where the Λ cc is assumed as a molecule with two color singlet parts. It is found that the Λ cc below 4400 MeV are all formed as two color octet parts, color octet uds and cc parts, and the spin and parity can be 1/2 − and 3/2 − . Several possible decay modes are then discussed and they found both η c Λ and J/ψΛ channel are suppressed, whilē D s Λ c andDΞ c are the possible main decay channels. Ref. [65] − are the most promising molecular states. In addition, the production of Λ * cc are predicted in various decay, and all the results suggest to search it in the J/ψΛ invariant spectrum. Refs. [28, 66] studied the Λ b → J/ψηΛ decay, while Refs. [28, 67] 23 MeV. In the work, we make an estimation of the partial decay widths of these seven Λ cc states to possible two body decay channels, which is expected to help figure out the nature of these Λ cc states.
This article is organized as follows. In Sect. II, we present the theoretical framework of our calculation. In Sect. III, the numerical decay widths of five Λ cc states and relevant discussions about these results are presented, then a brief summary in Sect. IV of this work is followed and an Appendix. A is presented at last.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The decays of these Λ cc states proceed through triangular diagrams as shown in Fig. 1 . The possible molecular assumptions, their decay modes and corresponding exchanged mesons are listed in Table. I. We use effective Lagrangian method to calculate all the considered processes and the involved Lagrangians of various kinds of vertexes are given [32, 69, 70] :
where P , V , B, D denote pseudoscalar, vector meson, octet and decuplet baryon, respectively. It should be mentioned that we use the masses of pseudoscalar and vector mesons in the Lagrangians instead of m π , m ρ and m ω in the original expressions. This could be regarded as a correction to the strongly broken SU(4) flavor symmetry, which is applied in calculating the coupling constants. Then we apply SU(4) flavor symmetry and hidden local symmetry to relate the coupling constants in Eq. (1) to known couplings. As shown in Ref. [1, 71] , hidden local symmetry will makeDΞ c andDΞ c decouple, since Ξ c 
and Ξ c belong to 6 and3 of(two light quarks pair) components, respectively. The relation of all the needed couplings constants and the values of given couplings are shown in Appendix A. The S-wave interactions involving Λ cc is taken into consideration by using Lorentz covariant orbital-spin (L-S) scheme [72] , and the corresponding Lagrangians from the L-S scheme are:
where p µ is the momentum of the Λ cc state. The coupling constants in Eq. (2) can be estimated by using [73] [74] [75] :
where M , m 1 and m 2 are the masses of Λ cc , constituent meson and constituent baryon, respectively, and is the binding energy. It should be noticed that Eq. (3) is valid for an S-wave shallow bound state. In Table. II, all these Λ * cc involved coupling constants of are listed, and their corresponding values in Ref. [1] are also given. It shows that the coupling constants determined in these two methods are quite close, except the values of those coupled toD
This difference is resulted in the coupled channel effect in Ref. [1] , while in our present work, Eq. (3) is just in charge of one single channel.
Since there exists ultraviolet (UV) divergent in the loop integrals when calculating the amplitudes, we use the same method as Refs. [23, 30, 33] to absorb the divergence. A Gaussian regulator with the cutoff Λ 1 is used to suppress the contribution of the two constituents at short distance and another off-shell form factor is included for the exchanged meson with the cutoff Λ 2 . Their explicit forms are given as:
where
is the Euclidean Jacobi momentum. As discussed in our previous work, the cutoff Λ 1 varies from 0.8 to 1.2 GeV and Λ 2 is in the range of 1.8 to 2.2GeV. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Taking all into account, the partial decay widths of the seven Λ cc states in different S-wave hadronic molecule assumptions to possible two body channels listed in Table I could be calculated. According to the analysis in previous work [30, 33] , we adopt Λ 1 = 1.0 GeV and Λ 2 = 2.0 GeV as a set of typical values. The numerical results obtained with this set of typical cutoff values are displayed in Table III . These values cannot be regarded as the precise results because our model suffers large uncertainties due to the coupling constants from SU(4) relations and the choice of cutoffs Λ 1 and Λ 2 . The uncertainties of coupling constants would come from the SU(4) breaking, hidden local symmetry breaking and multi-loop contributions, and all of them are beyond present model and should make an improvement in future. Since the cutoff dependence of decay widths will not change the relative value of partial widths as shown later, we can pick out main decay channels from Table III to estimate the cutoff dependence. In Tables IV−XIV , we show all partial decay widths with different the values of cutoff Λ 1 and Λ 2 vary from 0.8 − 1.2 GeV and 1.8 − 2.2 GeV, respectively. We find the partial widths are rather stable for different choices of Λ 2 , while it will suffer uncertainties of a factor 4 for Λ 1 from 0.8 to 1.2 GeV. It is confirmed that the cutoff dependence is nothing about the relative partial widths between various decay channels, and just affect the numerical value.
In the first two columns of Table III , we find that for the Λ cc (4213) state with spin-parity-1/2 − , the total decay widths are about 10 MeV for both D − . Among all possible decay channels, η c Λ is the most important, since it donates more than 70% to the total decay width, which is about 12.6 MeV. The secondary and tertiary dominating decay channels are πΣ and η Λ. Similarly, the dependence of the decay widths of these three channels on the cutoffs Λ 1 and Λ 2 are calculated. In Table VI the numerical results are given. This result is also smaller than that in Ref. [1] , although the partial widths of the largest decay channel η c Λ is very similar around 10-15 MeV. The main difference is due to the very small partial width of πΣ and η Λ from our calculation. Actually, in the reactions DΞ c → πΣ or η Λ, there exchanges a deep off-shell D * particle, therefore, the amplitude strongly suffer from the form factor formalism and corresponding cutoffs. Obviously, the cutoff regularization in Ref. − cases, respectively, we will discuss the dependence of decay width on the cutoffs only in these three channels. These dependence results are given in Tables VII and VIII. Λ cc (4370) is also supposed to be aD * Ξ c bound state with spin-parity-1/2 − and 3/2 − . The total decay width with J P = − . The decay widths of these channels occupies more than 96% of the total decay width in both two cases. Among all the final states considered, ρΣ with D * Tables IX and X, Table III should be combined when comparing these two partial decay widths. We can find that the decay patterns with
− is in good accordance with the results in Ref. [1] . The difference comes from that in our calculation both pseudoscalar and vector meson exchange are involved, while in Ref. [1] only vector meson exchange is considered. Therefore, if there is only one Λ cc state locates in this energy range, it can be distinguished by the value of the total width, i.e., Λ cc (4370)( − state will be very narrow.
For the Λ cc (4550) state, we take it as a pure S-wave 
case. The dependence of the partial decay widths of these main channels on cutoffs in both two cases are listed in Tables XI and XII. The total decay width of Λ cc (4550) is 36.6 MeV in Ref. [1] , and only ρΣ, ωΛ, K * Ξ and J/ψΛ four channels are considered in the coupled channel calculation. From our results, the values of partial widths of these four dominate channels in Ref [1] are well consistent in J P = 1 2 − case. However, in our calculation the dominate decay channels are charmed baryon and anticharmed meson channels,DΞ c ,D * Ξ c andDΞ c , and the decay widths of them are larger than others by one magnitude order. The main reason is that these reactions exchange light pseudoscalar and vector meson, while in Ref.
[1] they missed various interaction vertexes, such as V V P , BBP , DBP and DBV vertexes. This conclusion is in accordance with the results of the P c states in Ref. [23, 30] , where the dominating decay channel of P c isD ( * ) Λ c . According to our calculation, the total decay width of Λ cc (4550) with J P = In the present work, besides the four Λ cc states predicted in Ref. [1] , there is an additional S-waveDΞ * c state included. We choose it to be Λ cc (4490) with spinparity-3/2 − , whose binding energy equals to 23 MeV. Since the two P c states are regarded asDΣ * c and D * Σ c molecules [13-16, 21, 23, 30] and the KΣ * and K * Σ are applied to explain the nature of N (1875) and N (2080) [33] , it is quite nature to exist theDΞ * c bound Table. III. It can be seen that ρΣ, ωΛ andD * Ξ c are the first three dominate channels andD * Ξ c channel with π exchange contributes the most among all the final states. The dependence of the partial decay widths of these three final states on cutoffs are given in Table XIII .
As the Λ cc (4490) state is not predicted in previous works, we should also discuss the dependence of its decay widths on the binding energy. Since the thresholds of D * Ξ c is 4478 MeV, and the state should not be tightly bound, we only range the mass of the state from 4480 to 4500 MeV. The numerical results are shown in Table. XIV. It turns out that the partial decay width of D * Ξ c channel relies the most on the binding energy, while the widths of other decay channels vary very little when the binding energy changes. The reason could be that the state locates very close to the threshold ofD * Ξ c , the phase space influences the most for this channel especially when theDΞ * c state is bounded tightly. It can be seen that the branching ratio ofD * Ξ c is always the largest, which is similar as what is in P c 's case [23, 30] . According to our calculation, we suggest to search for Λ cc (4213) and Λ cc (4403) states in the η c Λ system and Λ cc (4490) and Λ cc (4550) states in the charmed baryon and anticharmed meson system, eg.D * Ξ c . And it should be easier to search for Λ cc (4370) state in the ρΣ,K * N or K * Ξ production than others. It is quite meaningful to search for these Λ cc states experimentally and the experimental results will strongly help to disentangle the nature of these Λ cc structures.
IV. SUMMARY
Inspired by the success of the investigation on the decay behaviors of P c states, we extend the approach to study the two body decays of Λ cc states through triangle diagram with mesons exchange in different hadronic molecule assumptions. According to Ref. [1] , the predicted six Λ cc states can be divided as two groups, two pseudoscalar meson baryon molecules and four vector meson baryon molecules. In various anticharmed meson and charmed baryon molecule assumptions with
− , the possible partial decay widths are calculated.
For the two pseudoscalar meson baryon molecule Λ cc states, their J P only can be Λ cc (4403) is an S-waveDΞ c molecular state, whose dominating decay channel is η c Λ and its decay width is consistent with that in Ref. [1] . However, for other two important decay channels without cc components, πΣ and ηΛ, the decay widths are much smaller than that in Ref. [1] . It suggests that such widths suffer from model dependence because the exchanged particle could be far off-shell in some cases. In summary, for these two Λ cc states, the total decay widths are dozens of MeV, and η c Λ is the best channel to search for them.
The other four Λ cc states are formed by a vector meson and a baryon, thus their J P can be − . This result is consistent with the conclusion in P c 's case, where the main decay channels of P c areD ( * ) Λ c . Thus, for such states, theD ( * ) Ξ * c channels should be good choices to search for. At last, an additional S-waveDΞ * c bound state is supposed to exist in the calculation, which is Λ cc (4490). The results tell that its primary decay channels are ρΣ, ωΛ andD * Ξ c . The dependence of partial decay widths on the binding energy is also discussed. And it is found that the total width is rather stable when the binding energy varies, which is always between 10 to 30 MeV.
In summary, we have studied the decay behaviors of seven Λ cc states. Different molecule assumptions and spin-parities will lead to very different total widths and decay patterns. It is quite promising to find these states experimentally in the future.
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Appendix A: couplings of triangle diagram
The coupling constants of the vertices in the triangle diagrams are related to each other by SU(4) flavor symmetry [76] [77] [78] or heavy quark symmetry, chiral symmetry and hidden local symmetry [79] [80] [81] . The employed relations for various coupling constants are given by the following expressions: 
g DDρ = √ 2g P P V , g DDω = g P P V , g DDJ/ψ = − √ 2g P P V , g DDsK * = √ 2g P P V , g φDsDs = − √ 2g P P V ,
